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C. physical port in a hub
D. physical port in a switch
E. traceiver

Answer: A, B, D

QUESTION: 152
Members of a zone may be addressed by which two attributes? (Choose two)

A. Physical location on the switch
B. worldwide port name
C. serial number
D. MAC address
E. SCSI ID

Answer: A, B

QUESTION: 153
Which two components are required in a NAS operating system? (Choose two)

A. user processes
B. network interfaces
C. replication interfaces
D. application scheduling
E. storage management

Answer: B, E

QUESTION: 154
Which two performance criteria are used to determine the selection of a device for
a tiered storage level? (Choose two)

A. performance (IOPs)
B. age of data
C. user profile
D. availability/reliability
E. power consumption ( watts/GB)
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Answer: A, D

QUESTION: 155
What is the service provided by a disk array?

A. SAN management services
B. zoning services
C. virtualizing phycal storage devices
D. name services

Answer: C

QUESTION: 156
Which device enables a Fibre Channel host to connect to a parallel legacy SCSI
storage device?

A. Fibre Channel bridge
B. SCSI extender
C. Fibre Channel Director
D. Fibre Channel Switch

Answer: A

QUESTION: 157
In the exhibit, which type of connector is shown?
**Exhibit Missing**

A. HSSDB9
B. HSSDC
C. SATA
D. VHDCI
E. SCSI

Answer: A

QUESTION: 158
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Which three types of disk drive would be used to run your company OLTP
applications? (Choose three.)

A. SCSI
B. SATA
C. SAS
D. ATA
E. Fibre Channel

Answer: A, C, E

QUESTION: 159
Which storage virtualization management techniques use the same path for both
data and control?

A. SNIA Shared Storage Model
B. storage resource management
C. in-band management
D. out-of-band management

Answer: C

QUESTION: 160
What are two advantages of virtualization? (Choose two.)

A. improves data integrity
B. allows file sharing between dissimilar applications
C. increases the storage capacity of available disks
D. increases the number of storage devices an operator can manage
E. provides higher asset utilization

Answer: D, E

QUESTION: 161
Which statement is true about tape libraries and tape autoloaders?

A. A library is simpler to install and support than an autoloader.
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B. Libraries are generally more portable than autoloaders.
C. Autoloaders can support higher tape counts than libraries.
D. Libraries support higher numbers of physical drives than autoloaders.

Answer: D

QUESTION: 162
More than one backup instance has run. Given the same data set, which backup
would be larger since the last full backup?

A. incremental
B. differential
C. copy-on-write snapshot
D. ILM snapshot

Answer: A

QUESTION: 163
What steps are required to configure a LUN on a disk array?

A. define LUNs, reset controllers, mask LUNs
B. define LUNs, reboot system
C. create RAID set, define and mask LUNs
D. create RAID set, create LUN share

Answer: C
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